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Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.
Alliance for Inclusion– Workshop on Mindfulness on Learning Disabilities
Dar ul Sukun believes in sharing the knowledge,
expertise and resources with other Non-Profitable
Organization and International Organization working in
the disability sector in order to make a difference in the
life of PWDs and to achieve the goal of disable friendly
society. Dar ul Sukun has signed a MoU with Pakistan
institute of living & learning according to which few
sessions will be conducted in Dar ul Sukun through PILL.
Dar ul Sukun Training & Development Department
conducted a workshop on mindfulness on learning
disabilities. Children with LDs typically experience

repeated failure. They may work incredibly hard but the outcome may not reflect the effort.
This may lead to a lower sense of self-esteem to feel competent at something or to achieve
success. Children with LDs may feel like they are not meeting others’ expectations and are
letting them down, not working hard enough when they are trying so hard. This can all lead
to the experience of negative feelings. Mindfulness
practice provides us with several practical activities we
can use to handle negative emotions when they arise.
Trainer gave brief explanation about all sessions which
consist of 12 classes and aim of the group. Participants
was briefed about structure of the session that how 90
min are divided into fragments to make session more
effective and easy to understandable for the learners,
trainer concisely describe the weekly sessions and title
of each session.

Corporate Social Responsibility Activities of organizations at Dar ul Sukun in
the month of Ramadan
CSR Activity with GlaxoSmithKline
GlaxoSmithKline is a well-established pharmaceutical in
Pakistan. In 2001 GSK merged with two other medicine
companies named Beecham Pakistan Pvt. Ltd and Glaxo
Welcome Pakistan.

GSK planned to do CSR activity at Dar ul Sukun for that they contacted DUS training
department and the CSR was held on 7th June 2018 at DUS main head office, campus for
children with multiple disabilities.
GlaxoSmithKline team consisted of 40 members
that include employees and management of
GSK. People were divided into team A and team
B, each team consisted of 20 members and were
sent into school one and school two in the
Rehabilitation center. Team A was guided by Ms.
Rabia (Head Rehabilitation Department), in
which she explained how the whole department
of Rehabilitation Center functions and special
educators,
physiotherapist,
psychologist
performed their given responsibilities. Team B was given under the assistance of Ms. Samira
Sadiq (Manager Events & Training Department).
Each team was guided to do their specific task in allotted school. Teams of GSK kept shuffling
in different departments like Physiotherapy, sensory dept., Art dept. and school one and
school two, where they played with kids, performed on music with kids, did some art work,
like face painting, art work play indoor games i.e. luddo, blocks, scrabble etc. They distributed
toys and stationary among kids. Also, GSK donated some medicines for the disabled children
of DUS.
Program ended with cake cutting ceremony in
which Mr. Morris Khurshid (General Manager
Dar-ul-Sukun) and General Manager of
GlaxoSmithKline themselves participated.
General Manager GSK also shared views
regarding
dedication,
services
and
responsibilities that DUS has taken to its
shoulder.
Ms. Samira Sadiq (Manager Events & Training
Department)
and
Ms.
Rabia
(Head
Rehabilitation Department) gifted souvenir among Guest and invited GSK team to visit again
in future.
CSR Activity with Atlas Honda Limited
Dar ul Sukun has been arranging CSR activities since very
long. Companies, organizations and various institutions
has become a part of it since now and DUS will keep
welcoming the willing people who want to be a part of
these sorts of activities.
Therefore, another big name of manufacturing spare
parts and motorbike Atlas Honda Limited took a part in

CSR activity held at DUS. Atlas is a renowned name not
only in Pakistan but it also exports spare parts and
motorbikes in Bangladesh and Afghanistan.
CSR activity was held at Grand Hall, basement DUS. Atlas
Motors arranged different activities for children. Event
began with magic show that made kids excited, magician
kept entertaining kids with his loads of different magical
tricks.
Another very excited program was planned specially for
kids that were a puppet show. Puppet presented a
short drama that made everyone laugh until ended.
Jumping castle was installed in the courtyard of DUS
basement for kids that enjoyed by kids a lot. Performers
(kids) from DUS
and
participants
from
Atlas
enjoyed dancing together on stage.
Program ended with the distribution of gifts among
kids for the upcoming occasion Eid-Ul-Fitar. That
event showed a sharing of true pleasure between
Atlas Honda and Dar ul Sukun.

RAMADAN KAREEM- Iftar gatherings (June 2018)
Ramadan is an Islamic month of fasting, as Pakistan is
a declared Islamic state this month is celebrated as
holy month all across country. People tend to be
inclined towards good deeds and feel the pains and
miseries of other people. During this month many
people visit Dar ul Sukun to spent time with the
residents, have their Iftar (eating something after
whole day of fasting) with the residents and give
zakat for the basic necessities of the residents.
Like every year, this Ramadan Dar ul Sukun welcomed
everyone wholeheartedly to celebrate this virtuous
month with them and enjoy pure pleasure and
essence of the precious month with having iftar with
kids and residents of DUS.
Iftaar Gathering with Transfast
Transfast is a money transfer company which transfers money not only in Pakistan but also
send remittance across borders. With headquarters in New York it has two other offices one

in UAE and another is in Philippine. The Company facilitates its customers by providing cross
border payments, multi-currency and business around globe. Company transfer money
through bank network and also provide cash point to the costumers across 120 countries.
In Ramadan gatherings Transfast is one of those companies who not only enjoyed iftaar meal
with kids and residents of DUS but also made whole time memorable with doing different

activities and interacting with kids until gone back.
On 11th June Transfast and DUS planned to have iftar together. Mr. Rehan (marketing
manager) Transfast Company managed to build a bridge between Transfast and DUS. 20
members from Guest Company came to participate and had iftaar and dinner with kids,
residents and management of DUS. SR. Ruth Lewis (In charge DUS) appreciated their
dedication and interest to spend time and share meal with children of DUS.
Team of Transfast visited Rehabilitation center, OT and rooms and appreciated the
zealousness and endeavor that has been given to build the position of DUS.
Iftaar with JS Investments
JS investment is one of the largest firms in Pakistan who manage the assets in Pakistan
including pension funds, Islamic funds, mutual funds accounts exists on individual basis. This
company has been providing its services for the last twenty years and currently a member of
Mutual Funds Associations of Pakistan. JS investments work under the core values of
integrity, commitment, strong relationship with customer and creating values.

On the last ashra of Ramadan team of JS
investment planned to celebrate iftaar
with the residents and kids of Dar ul
Sukun. For that, on 13th of June DUS and
JS team together managed to arrange a
Dastarkhuan at DUS garden area.
Team of JS that consisted of 20 people
came around 5 O’clock to spend a time
with kids and they enjoyed talking and
interacting with children. They didn’t
only came to have iftaar but also
distributed eye catching goodie boxes
for kids that have chocolates, cookies, toffees and accessories inside for girls and boys for
their Eid preparation.
After distributing gift boxes, all team of JS and kids of DUS sat down on Dastarkhuan to have
iftar together. Team of JS distributed meal boxes among all kids, teachers, care takers and
workers of DUS. Guest team and hosts of DUS had iftaar meal together that made another
day special for the people who participated there from both sides.
Iftar Gathering with Eventesia
Eventesia is a huge name of Brand
activation agency established in Karachi.
This active company works on building a
bridge between costumers and various
brands and has expertise in brand
activation, event management, event
production, branding and media &PR.
On 4 June 2018, Dar ul Sukun and Eventesia
organized a grand iftar party at DUS. Team
of Eventesia consisted on 20 members
arrived before iftar time specially to spend
some time with the children of DUS and
planned some activities to amuse kids and build an interaction among team of Eventesia and
host children.
Children were also very excited as always and welcomed their guest with greetings,
handshakes and entertain them with their own way. Party began with face painting,
storytelling and colorings and kids involved with their guests in a jiffy.
As iftar time came refreshment boxes were distributed among children, teachers,
management and team of Eventesia. Goodie bags were also given to the kids that had some
scrumptious chocolate and chicken spreads.
After iftar, meal boxes were distributed among all who were there in the iftar gathering. Guest
and host enjoyed meal together and shared not only meal but also loads of great moments
and wished to manage a culture of iftaar at DUS every year from this Ramadan.

Inclusive Eid Celebrations at Dar ul Sukun
Dar ul Sukun strives for an inclusive, barrier-free
and rights-based society for people with
disabilities & thus initiates the steps for the
inclusion of Children and Adults with disabilities
at every level. Dar ul Sukun had inclusive
celebration of all three days of Eid; as these
children have also the right to celebrate the
festivals.

Eid Celebrations with Cadbury
Eid-Ul-Fitar celebrated after completing a month
of Ramadan in which Muslim around the globe
fast. Festival of this Eid lasts for three days. On
the first day of Eid Muslims gather on mosques,
grounds and places for Eid prayer. After prayers
people congratulate each other on the
completion of fasting month and traditionally
visit their family, friends and acquaintances to
celebrate. Kids receive Eidi (money) from their
elders and people usually have lunch and dinner
together to celebrate.
Goosebumps is one of the renowned advertising agencies in Pakistan. With the collaboration
of Goosebumps like every year Cadbury celebrated Eid-Ul-Fitar with Dar ul Sukun. On the third
day of Eid team of Cadbury Dairy Milk came to spend time with kids of DUS.
Cadbury ran a campaign regarding EID
celebrations from 25th of Ramadan till
Chand Raat in lucky One Mall (Karachi),
Emporium Mall (Lahore) and Centaurs Mall
(Islamabad). In that campaign team of
Cadbury spread awareness regarding Darul-Sukun. And telecast some live videos of
children of DUS. People from 3 major cities
of Pakistan didn’t only get awareness from
this campaign but also shared their views,
emotions, and love with the kids with
multiple disabilities who live in DUS.
Affection, care and true emotions could be seen live there when people who came for
shopping and were busy in their Eid preparations came to Cadbury stall and watched videos
of DUS kids and wrote lovely messages on the greeting cards for them. Children drew colorful
painting on cards, put stickers and elders wrote some beautiful and heartwarming wishes and
messages. Above 600 cards were collected from all around Pakistan for DUS children.

Carnival Arranged By Reads School & College at DUS New Grand Hall
Reads school and college arranged a carnival
with the collaboration of Dar ul Sukun at DUS
new Grand Hall.
Reads school and college is newly established O
and A level school. This school has 3 branches in
Karachi city with having more than thousands of
student.
Through
strategic
curriculum,
ideologies and stimulating programs, “Reads”
gives back more confident, polished and skilled
students to the society.
Program started at 3:30 PM. Student from Reads
recited few verses from Holy Quran. Host from
Reads kept announcing segments of the carnival.
Two students gave speech on disable persons and
tried to express what they perceive and feel.
The most entertaining part of the event for kids
was the Magic show. Magician showed some
tricks to the audience that was a jaw dropped
moment especially for kids and their excitement
could be seen from their faces.
Reads presented Drama that showed the reflection of
society and effects of their attitude on the life of
abundant youth of our community. By that act they
tried to give a clear message to the society to avoid
wrong practices that hurt someone’s life.
Mr. Bean (Pakistani) who is one of the most favorite
personalities of the kid of DUS came to entertain and
spread laughter in hall of DUS.
In the end, Ms.
Samira Sadiq (Manager Training and Development
Dept.) came on stage to share few words with the
audience. She addressed particularly youth of the
society and made them aware from ethical words
that should be used for the person with disability. She
highlighted the values that we usually miss while
interacting with others and enlightened them from
minor things that made a huge difference between
them and PWDs and how they can obliterate the borders between them and a person with
any disability.

Disability Ambassadors – Training Sessions
Under the umbrella of Disability Ambassadors, students
from various prestigious educational institutes were
given motivational lectures to do their part in bringing
positive change in the lives of Persons and Children with
Disabilities. Training Department & Rehabilitation
Department assigned different tasks to the young
visitors which included writing articles, awareness
sessions and spending time with residents to create
better understanding of disability as well as creating
ambassadors which will spread the message of inclusion
in their community & surroundings.

Alliance for Inclusion

Dar ul Sukun is now official member of International movement, Netzkraft Movementproviding support to dynamic organizations to work as a participant of their global network,
under the "Alliance for Inclusion" program of Dar ul Sukun.
https://www.netzkraft.net/profil.php?teilnehmer=3489&lg=de

Monthly Activities of Rehabilitation Department- Head Office
Dar ul Sukun provides range of rehabilitation facilities to residents. Rehabilitation Department
works on enhancing the intellectual and physical skills of residents with the help of
recreational teachers. Our residents participate in different activities which are planned by
teachers. Generally they love to do coloring, painting, art and craft. But these activities are
not enough for their living, therefore, now we are working on their independent skills to
improve or maintain individual’s ability to live as independently as possible. Rehabilitation
Department is working on ten different areas that include,
1. Special Education
2. Vocational Training
3. Physio Therapy
4. Psychology

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Speech & Language Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Gym
Sensory Therapy
Sports
Perception in Music

Special Education
Special education is a form of teaching that's designed to meet the needs of students with
disabilities, so that they can learn the same skills and information as other children in school.
The term special education is used interchangeably with special needs, and the disabilities
may be physical, emotional, or behavioral.
 Pre-writing Skills:
Pre-writing skills are the primary skills children need to build up before they are able to write.
These skills contribute to the child’s ability to hold and use a pencil, and the ability to draw,
write, copy, and color. A most important element of pre-writing skills are the pre-writing
shapes. There are few building blocks necessary to develop writing readinesses which are
mentioned below:
 Hand and finger strength
 Crossing the mid-line
 Pencil grasp
 Hand eye coordination
 Bilateral integration
 Upper body strength
 Object manipulation
 Visual perception
 Hand dominance
 Hand division

Life Skills Goals for Independent Living


Computer skills

Computers have evolved and upgraded so much now, In fact, computers are now so much a
part of an important to our everyday lives that I wonder just how we ever survived without
them.
The possibilities for computers to assist people with special needs, especially for those with
communication issues seems almost endless. Just as everyone else uses computers to
communicate, find information, earn educational degrees, and entertain themselves, so do
the disabled, though they may need a few special tweaks made to their computers or special
equipment to do so.
Individuals with disabilities who are physically and cognitively able to do so could benefit from
learning the following basic computer and Internet navigation skills.
Basic Computer and Internet Skills
• Turning on the computer
• Using the keyboard
• Navigating the desktop

Vocational Training
Vocational education is a skill based education which enables students to acquire skills which
are traditionally non-academic and totally related to occupation or vocation. They are also
known as vocational education and training.

WALL HANGING ACTIVITY

BOOKMARK ACTIVITY

CHINESE FAN

ACTIVITY
MAKING FRAMES AND CARDS

Figure 1Ice-cream stick Frames

Figure 2Paper Rabit

Figure 3PEN HOLDER

Physical Exercise and Sport
Physical exercise is the routine of some action or movement in order to build up or maintain
physical fitness and overall health. Every day physical exercise is an important in the
prevention of some diseases such as heart disease, cardiovascular disease, diabetes etc.
Physical exercise is considered important for maintaining physical fitness including healthy
weight; building and maintaining healthy bones, muscles, and joints; promoting physiological
well-being; reducing surgical risks; and strengthening the immune system.
To develop children’s physical and mental health sports play most important role in their life.
Playing sports enables them to create friendships they otherwise might not have formed.
Sport is an important learning environment for children.

Figure 4HOPSCOTCH GAME

Figure 5treadmill exercise

Figure 6stretching exercise

Perception in Music
Music is the art of combining sounds in a melodious
and expressive way so that they are perceived as
pleasant. However, its appeal depends upon our
habits and education. For some, the wind’s ‘song’ is
perceived as music, for others it will be nothing but
noise. Music perception therefore depends upon
both the sound itself and the person that hears it.
Dar ul Sukun has started music classes for our
rehabilitation children. Our purpose for introducing
music is to develop our children interest in music.
And also making them calm and relax through music

MOVIE DAY
Movies make kids stop thinking about the troubles and help them indulge into the paradise,
where there are charming castles, flying animals, and talking birds! Oh how we all love to
wander alone on the new journeys, take revenge with the bad guys and dance around in rains,
go underwater or travel in high-speed trains, see the snow, get frozen and let it all go! It is
absolutely same with all children too; Typical or special needs. Films help children with special
needs by giving the power of imagination and the opportunity to see the things they wouldn’t
see otherwise, a Dinosaur, a Mammoth or a flying house are good examples.
Majority of the movies are not specially made for children with special needs and can definitely
be enjoyed by all but the criteria for selecting the movies was mainly on their simple story,
great graphic effects and their not so difficult subplots for easy comprehension. Also, a small
survey with the parents of children with special needs helped and the movies below are
suggested mostly for children between 4 and 12 years of mental age.
One of the considerate movies is “FINDING NEMO”.
MOVIE NAME: FINDING NEMO

SUMMARY: After his son is captured in the Great Barrier Reef and taken to Sydney, a timid
clownfish sets out on a journey to bring him home. This movie is marvelous with eye-popping
colors. It’s brilliantly done animation have lots of humorous scenes that actually work and a
plot that really brings tears to your eyes from time to time. It seems fair to assume that for
years, we’ll all still be saying: “Just keep swimming! Beautiful underwater scenery in the movie
and since there are not many characters and complicated story line, it is pretty easy to follow
for our children with special needs

ACTIVITY & DISCUSSION AFTER WATCHING MOVIE "FINDING NEMO"

VOCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
TOPIC: DUSTBIN DECORATION
OBJECTIVES: It was observed that most students ignore the
use of dustbins in class. So we came up with the idea of
creative dustbins that really amazed when students loved to
come up to dustbins to throw garbage or waste materials.
Activity: Decorator Can with Lid By wrapping an ordinary tin
can with bright colored paper and creating a lid with a pull, we
can make a lovely storage container for all sorts of stuff.
Each group of class has made different dustbins with different
ideas.
Material:
1. Color Sheet
2. Trash bins
3. Stationeries
4. Decoration material

AWARENESS OF THE MENTAL HEALTH TRAINING BY: THERAPISTS
PRESENTERS FROM DIVERESE FIELDS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PSYCHOLOGIST
PHYSIOTHERAPIEST
OCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
SPEECH THERAPIST

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of the session is to
deliver information regarding mental health
profession and give training to special educators
to learn how to teach students more effectively
by analyzing their needs.

Volunteer’s Orientation session
Dar ul Sukun has commenced the volunteer program
from the month of July. Before starting the volunteer
program, orientation is an important part of
maintaining the motivation and enthusiasm that
caused people to want to help to begin with. A
positive orientation session affirms people's decisions
to work for our organization. This orientation session
was conducted by HR Manager “Sir Tariq Samuel” in
the rehabilitation department.

Clinical Psychology Department
Psychology is the systematic learning of the mind and behavior. It is a versatile discipline and
includes many sub-fields of study such areas as human growth, sports, health, clinical, social
behavior and cognitive. Clinical psychology is an integrated approach of science, theory and
clinical knowledge for the purpose of understanding, preventing, and relieving
psychologically-based distress or dysfunction and to promote subjective well-being and
personal development. Central to its practice are psychological assessment, clinical
formulation, and psychotherapy, although clinical psychologists also engage in research,
teaching, consultation, and program development and administration. In many countries,
clinical psychology is a regulated mental health profession.

Figure 10sand play

Figure 11Art Therapy

Figure 7optic fibre lights- Sensory Room
Figure 9play therapy

Figure 8Water Activity Therapy

Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Centre
I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre
Developing Reading Skills in I-Learn Girls
Reading opens the door to a world of adventure, culture, diversity and knowledge, and is an
activity vital to the development of curiosity and a love of learning in children. Interestingly, a
study also found that reading for pleasure is more important to a child's development than
how educated their parents are, and that those who read often during their childhood receive
higher results in tests at age 16. Therefore, to help develop I-Learn girls reading skills, so they
can enjoy these numerous benefits an activity based session was conducted in Girl’s Tuition
Centre.

Game Time Activity
Sports and games exercises enhance mental and physical strength. Involving girls in sports
and games improve their capabilities at different levels. Playing chess weekly at I-Learn Girls
Tuition Center make girls happy and excited. It is very entertaining and interesting for youth
as they enjoy time with each other. Children, who are involved in the sports and games
activities, generally become healthy and fit all through their life. It is a multi beneficial field
which nourishes mind and body as well as it ensures good health, confidence and decision
making.

Awareness Session on Importance of Girls Education

Awareness session on the Importance of girl’s education was held for girls at I-Learn Girls
Tuition Centre on June-29, 2017. Ms Damna, Librarian from Don Bosco School was the speaker
of the session, she said that access to education should not be determined by a child’s gender,
yet 130 million girls globally are out of school and 15 million girls of primary school age will
never even enter a classroom. Educating girls gives them the freedom to make decisions to
improve their lives, which has deep social implications. She shared that giving girls access to
schooling is a central part of eradicating global poverty, according to the World Bank, she
concluded the session by sharing that the immense benefits of education for girls and women
are widely recognized. These include increased decision-making capacity and improved
employment opportunities, greater protection from violence and exploitation, and stronger
communities and more inclusive societies.

WE (Stitching & Embroidery Centre)
Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Centre
Art and Craft activity held at WE (Stitching and Embroidery) Centre at Bashir Abad Town on
dated June 26, 2017. Trainees enjoyed some different than stitching and embroidery classes.
This fun way relieve their stress and rediscover their creative spark. They emphasized to carry
on this activity regularly.

Activities at Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People
Beat the Heat Activity
Beat the Heat activity was conducted by DUS to prevent the elderly from high temperatures
and heat strokes, activities included water sprinkle and water fun activities. Different verity of
juices, ORS and detox water were prepared by staff to maintain electrolytes and water level
for the good health of residents. It was continued till the end of high warmth.

Rhythmic Auditory stimulation
Rhythmic auditory stimulation activity was conducted by COP that helps in psychological
effects of auditory rhythm and improves the nervous system in older people. And people
with Alzheimer’s and dementia. Different natural sounds and melody sounds were played
for the residents for mood enhancement, relaxation, and cognition in residents.

Physical mobilization Activity
As dancing improve the functions of brain in all stages of life. Older people do not have access
in entertainment. Realizing the need of mental and physical mobilization, DUS-COP conducted
a physical activity that was helpful and meaningful for residents’ mobility.

Pots Painting:
An activity was conducted by the rehabilitation staff to increase the optimistic outlook
about later years of age. That enables for improvements in flow and spontaneity and
provide an outlet for grief, also helps in self-identification and self-expression, bolster
confidence and self-esteem in elderly.

Awareness Activity
World Environment Day Celebration:
Dar ul sukun center for the older people promote the healthy and pollution free environment
for every human being. To encourage the day DUS celebrated the UN world environment day
on 5th June. Residents of COP picked plastic bags and garbage from Street, planted mini
plants for the clean and healthy environment. This initiative raised awareness for the
pedestrian and viewers.
a nd

Psychotherapy session
Expressive writing

Expressive writing is the cornerstone of wellness and reducing trauma in older people. It
also fuels personal and emotional wellbeing in elderly. A motivational psychotherapy session

was conducted while given blank sheets to residents to express their heart feelings. They
wrote deep and meaningful aspects of life that helped them to reduce negative state and
encouraged mindfulness for productive and joyful life.

Seminar on World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
“Moving from Awareness to Action through a Human Rights based approach”
Dar-ul-sukun center for the older people organized a
seminar on world elder abuse awareness day on 15th
June, 2018 this year to Break the Silence with the UN
theme of “Moving from Awareness to Action through
a Human Rights based approach” by involving the
Advocates, Youth, Medical professional, elderly
group,
and
Care
giving
staff to stop
elder Abuse
by taking steps to talk on this emergent issue and
screened different types of elder abuse of society
towards older people.
As Elder abuse is a global social issue which affects
millions of older persons around the world, and an
issue which deserves the attention of the
international community.

Capacity Building session- Care giver Burnout:
Caregiver burnout is a state of physical, emotional, and mental exhaustion. Care giver of older
people who are burned out experience fatigue, stress, anxiety, and depression.
To take out them from stress and build capacity to deal with these tasks a session was
conducted while counsel and listen their opinions. Tips for combating burnout with positive
relationships and techniques for the positivity were taught in the session.

Rehabilitation to Redevelop Fine Motor Skills
In old age joint pain is very common that resist elderly for their activities of daily living. Fine
motor skills are smaller movements that occur in the wrists, hands, fingers, feet and toes.
They involve smaller actions such as picking up objects between the thumb and finger, writing
carefully, and even blinking. These two motor skills work together to provide coordination
and improve mobility of small joints in older people. A regular session is going on while giving
them different art and craft material to innovate beautiful and meaningful stuff.

Iftar Driven by different Groups/Corporate sectors and Families:

Corporate
Group Iftar
Parties :
08-june-2018
Iftar served by
Pakistan youth
forum
12-june-2018

ATLAS battery
Corporation
conducted CSR
activity and
served iftar

13-june-2018

Crescent
corporation
conducted CSR
activity by
serving Iftar

14-june-2018

A youth Group
organized iftar
for the for the
residents

15-june-2018

Rahe-naiki
Group served
iftar for the
senior citizens

17-june-2108

Youth group
organized iftar
for the
residents

Chand Raat Celebration:
Worldwide company organized Chand Raat celebration for the residents of Dar ul sukun
center for the older people. This auspicious occasion brought the real smile on the golden
faces of older people. It made them strong that No matter if they are left by their families
but they are special for their caretakers and society.

Eid ul Fiter Celebration:
First Day:
o
o
o
o

On the first day of Eid different people visited DUS to share the blessings of eid.
Dr. Hina Along with her family distributed sweets.
Members of Lion’s club celebrated eid while cake cutting ceremony.
Students of Karachi University visited DUS to for eid celebration.

Second Day of Eid:
o Mr. Waseem served lunch on second day of Eid.
o Mr. Saed khan along with his family celebrated the pleasure moments of Eid with the
residents of Dar ul sukun.

Third Day of Eid:
Mr. Rizwan along with his family visited Dar ul sukun along with gift bags and edi, to
distribute among residents.

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the month of Ramadan
o Crescent Corporation visited DUS, COP to serve iftar and spent meaningful time with
the residents of Dar ul sukun.
o Atlas Battery Corporation visited DUS, COP for the CSR activity. They spend a day
with the senior citizens and distribute gifts.
o Horizon steel visited DUS, COP and distributed gifts to the residents of Dar ul sukun.

Visits
o Members of Rotary club visited DUS, COP to share the Eid greetings with senior
citizens.
o Social Bond welfare society visited DUS, Cop to distribute Eid gifts to residents of Dar
ul sukun.
o Students of Zia u Din University visited DUS, COP.

Father’s Day Celebration:
Father’s Day was celebrated by DUS, Cop with the male residents of Dar ul sukun, it was
organized by the caretaking, rehabilitation and medical department to express their love
and affection towards senior citizens. It was the day when older male parents felt their
worth and prominence that their caretakers have in their hearts.

A session on Skin Disease and Health Issues in care givers
DR.SIMITH’s ORG conducted a session for the care of
caregivers on skin diseases and health challenges for the
caregivers while serving elderly. They introduced herbal
treatments and home remedies for the skin care and hair fall
and for other internal issues.
Consolidated

Learning landscape sessions
DUS, COP involves volunteers of its different departments and believes in society growth.
Therefore, we engage volunteers for the learning and buildup their capacity. Below sessions
were conducted by the Physiotherapy department to provide the landscape of multiple
learning.
1- Pressure Ulcers and their positioning

2- Injury prevention.

Rehabilitation through physiotherapy
1-Spinal manipulation for scoliosis.
2-Stretching for sciatica.

Ageing Rights Working Group Session
Age Sensitive Measures
Age sensitive measures session was conducted on 27th June 2018 to recognize the critical age
related issues that are facing by the elderly. To invest our time on young people who can play
a role to improve the future by recognizing the elderly challenges. The main focus on to
highlight the critical rights of the elderly which has been ignored and the clock has stopped
the change is stagnant somehow the time is to act now to cater the emergent issues.

